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Ecopsychology: making the connection
between personal and planetary healing
"Describe your most profound experience of nature," Lane
Conn instructed a group attending the most recent Academic
Council, "one way you intensely connect (or have connected) with
the Earth." A flood of memories and images, sounds and sme1ls,
were almost instantly palpable.
Our connection with the Earth is both profound and intimate.
We draw from it our breath, our food, our shelter, our feeling of
being connected to something larger than ourselves, and yet
Western psychology has virtua11y ignored this vital relationship.
The Center has embraced the burgeoning field of ecopsychologybringing psychology and ecology together to explore our connection
to all living things - as a central focus of our work. It is our goal
to become a source of guidance and leadership in advancing this
work, accomplishing original research, inodel building and creating
forums for collaboration.
This spring, Lane Conn and Center Board member Sarah Conn,
pioneers in ecopsychology, attended an invitational gathering at
Esalen Institute in California, that brought together other leaders
in the fie~d, including Theodore Roszak, author of Voices of the
Earth.. who convened the meeting. The Conns next project will be
to offer their knowledge of this new field through a course
presented by the Center this fall. Their twelve-week course,
entitled, Ecopsychology: Theory and Practice, will explore new
models of mental health from an ecological perspective. (See
related article: Center sponsors fall course on Ecopsychology,
page 6.)
The Center will also host a conference on, ecopsychology in the
fall of 1994, to bring together an interdisciplinary group of those
developing ecopsychology and to present what is being learned to
those seeking a connection to this exciting new field.

James Hillman to Receive Recognition Award November 17

1

ames Hillman wi11 be this year's recipient of the Center's annual Recognition Award for a lifetime of
accomplishments contributing to the field of psychology and social change. Hillman, who studied with C.G.
jung, is a prolific author of more than twenty books, and is known for both his cultural breadth and inte11ectual
acuity. Throughout his career james Hillman has challenged the cultural mainstream, inspired the men's
movement in his workshops with Robert Bly and Michael Meade, and encouraged us to look closely at our
relationship with the Earth and ourselves. His most recent book, co-authored with Michael Ventura, is~
Had 100 Years of Psychotherapy and the World is Getting Worse. Watch the mail for your invitation to this
year's Award Reception- we're looking forward to a terrific turnout November 17!
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Bioregionalism:
Home is Where Here is

Adolescent Development and
Rapid Social Change

h e Center has begun, and is seeking funding fo~,
a new project entitled Bioregionalism: Home is Where
Here is. The project is a collaboration with the New
England Natural Resources Center (NENRC), headed by
Charles Foster. Dr. Foster is the former Environmental
Secretary of Massachusetts and prior dean of the Yale
Graduate School of Forestry.

Perspectives from Eastern Europe
A dolescence is an important age for
sociopolitical identity formation, a time when young
people construct ideas about the relationships among
citizens, countries and the world. The social, political
and economic transitions occurring in Eastern Europe
provide a crucible for studying relationships between
rapid individual growth and rapid societal change.
Center research associate Judy Van Hoorn, with
team partners Vladimir Ageyev from Moscow State
University, Akos Komlosi from janus Pannonius
University, and Elibieta Suchar from the University
of Gdansk, are conducting research with adolescents
in Eastern Europe, which they plan to publish in an
upcoming book. They will address such questions as
how adolescents from the different countries respond
to present changes, how they conceptualize and explain
the process of change, and how this effects their
development.

What gives us our sense of
'1Jlace" in the world 1
Typically, bioregions have been studied from the
perspective of economists, agriculturalists, ecologists,
historians, planners and politcians. Studies have
looke,d at how to divide land, plant and harvest it,
observe wildlife and migratory patterns, plan and
develop cities, and divide people into political regions,
but there has never been a study about how humans
experience their connection to the land. The Center
will investigate the psychological components of
bioregionalism, examining how humans develop a sense
of home, and how we experience our sense of self in
relation to our sense of place in the world.
This project aims to build a model which will help
environmental activists, natural resource planners,
and others involved in understanding and defining our
relationship with the Earth, to use bioregional
identification and pride to enhance the effectiveness
of their work. NENRC hosts a multi-disciplinary
roundtable examining different aspects of bioregionalism, and recently invited Center staff and researchers
to participate in one of these sessions.
.The Center and the New England Natural Resources
Center will work together to apply what is learned to
a bioregional environmental planning process in
Eastern Massachusetts.

Early Intervention for Conflict
Resolution in Romania
W ith a grant from the United States Institute for
Peace (USIP), Center research associate joseph
Montville has seized the opportunity for early conflict
resolution between the Romanian majority and the
Hungarian minority living in Romania.
Montville, the project director, went with a team of
experts to Bucharest and Transylvania last March to
learn about the historical and psychological dimensions of this strained relationship. While there they
consulted with a large number of political, media, and
intellectual leaders of both Hungarian and Romanian
ethnic backgrounds .
A second trip is planned to identify potential
participants for a continuous "track II dialogue"
between Romanian and Hungarian leaders from all
sectors of their society.

Human Rights and Civil Liberties in Northern Ireland
Project focuses on constitutional resolution to violent struggle
b .is project has grown out of more than thirteen years of study and involvement with the Northern Ireland
conflict. joseph Montville, Center researcher and director of the Conflict Resolution Project at the Center for
Strategic and International Studies, Frank O'Rourke, a constitutional law specialist, and Tim Phillips, a
political justice specialist on societies in transition, have been working together to further the vision of a Bill
of Rights for Northern Ireland. The team has made numerous trips to Europe and Canada, working with
representatives of the political parties in the long standing conflict, aqd enlisting the assistance of other
professionals.
The team, funded by a grant from the Carnegie Corporation, has successfully engaged influential members
of the unionist (Protestant) majority party and nationalist (Roman Catholic) minority party in a joint "track
II diplomacy" dialogue on the desirability and feasibility of a Bill of Rights, with much success. A
recommendation was made to, and accepted by, the British Government for this Bill of Rights. Said an
enthusiastic Montville "this is one of the most concrete translations of track II dialogue to track I official action
on record."
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Center Welcomes PEER Research on UFO Abductions
C enter founder and board member john Mack has been researching. reports of those who have
experienced being abducted by intelligent non-human beings, and is completing a book detailing more than
a dozen case studies. Funded by a grant from the Human Potential Foundation, the project is under the auspices
of the Center and is entitled PEER, the Program for Extraordinary Experience Research. It will provide support
to individuals having these experiences, research the phenomenon and its implications for both the
experiencers and the rest of humanity, and educate members of the service professions and the general public.
joining Mack on the project are Karen Wesolowski, PEER's executive director, Pam Kasey, who will
coordinate the support component of the program, and Caroline McLeod and Barbara Corbisier, who will head
up the research effort. Members .interested in the project can call Karen at the Center.

Past Life Regressions:
A Dialogue with
John Mack and Brian Weiss

B oth these eminent psychiatrists, john Mack, through his work with abduction experiencers and Brian
Weiss, through his work with those S'Uffering extreme phobias as detailed in his book Many Lives, Many
Masters, are encountering descriptions of past life experiences that are so vivid and real to the individual that
they cannot be understood within the existing Western paradigm of consciousness which limits reality to the
physical world. "One of the problems is that we have no language for this phenomenon, no ready concepts to
help us," says Mack. They will discuss clinical and cultural implications of these experiences in a Sunday
morning dialogue at Interface, November 21, from 10 am to noon. For more information contact Interface in
·
Cambridge at (617) 876-4600.
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Helping Service Providers
Overcome-"Burn Out"

Center Represented at
the United Nations
((~

-

War in Bosnia and Croatia takes a heavy toll
on those trying to help

'

Center for Psychology and Social Change
has been given consultative status with the
Commission on Sustainable Development," reports
our United Nations delegate, Nancy Roof. This status
is granted by the Economic and Social Change Council
of the UN to selected organizations that participated
in last year's Earth Summit in Rio. Roof was an active
participant in the year-long negotiations both to
form the Commission on Sustainable Development
and to permit the participation of NGO's (nongovernmental organizations) in the proceedings.
The Center was also represented at the United
Nations Human Rights Conference in Vienna, in june.
Says Roof, "It was regressive and disappointing in
some respects, as there was not agreement on the full
universality of human rights."
~ he

N ancy Roof, Center UN Delegate, and Elizabeth
Revere have spent the past several months conducting
interviews and listening to service providers in the
refugee camps in the former Yugoslavia, to assess
whether psychosocial needs are being met by present
local, national, and international humanitarian
efforts. Their report identifies burn out as the most
pressing and least addressed need. They are now
designing a training program and manual on burn
out, and plan to return to Zagreb to conduct a training
session next year. Funding is presently being ·
requested to support this collaborative effort with
mental health groups in Zagreb.

Projects
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~~m~* from Dick Mayo-Smith...
~ere

Chair of the Center's Board of Directors

are two major, interconnected sources of energy for
the Center's efforts to help create a new psychology. One is
experiential- hav~ng more direct contact with the forces shaping
our universe. The other is cognitive - striving to understand
perspectives offered by the new science.
It is striking how little influence the new science has had on
our ways of thinking and knowing. Therefore, it is encouraging
to find a book like Leadership and the New Science by Margaret
Wheatley. It describes the insights of new science in a way I can
largely understand. I highlight some insights from Chapter 3 of
the book and offer them for thought and consideration to the '
Center community:
I

Space is the basic ingredient of the universe; there is more
ofit than anything else. Even at the microscopic level of atoms ...
there is mostly space.
.

I

In Newton's universe, the emptiness of space created a sense
of unspeakable loneliness.

Considering insights from the new
science and how they may apply to
the work we do at the Center.

Welcome
Mary Ellen Hynes, ,
newest staff member

Mary

Ellen Hynes joined the
Center staff in june and is our new
associate director of public
education and communication. She
is responsible for all public
education programs and related
materials, including designing the
new Center magazine to be published
in the spring of 1994 and our soonto-be-released Center brochure.
When we're not keeping her busy she
does her best to find herself in nature
playing her djembe, a West African
drum, in this case from the Ivory
Coast. Mary Ellen is from California
and was previously working at MIT
as project administrator for 1T he
Dialogue Project at the Organizational Learning Center.

Something strange has happened to space in the quantum
world. No longer is there a lonely void. Space everywhere is now
thought to be filled with fields, invisible, non-material
structures that are the basic structures of the universe.
Vision - the need for organizational clarity about purpose
and direction - is a wonderful candidate for field th,eory. In
linear fashion, we have most often conceived of vision as thinking
into the future, creating a destination for the organization .... the
clearer the image of the destination, the more force the future
would exert on the present, pulling us into that desired future
state. It is a very strong Newtonian image.... But what if we
changed the science and looked on vision as a field? What if we
saw a field of vision that needed to permeate organizational
space, rather than viewing vision as a linear destination?
~

If vision is a field, think what we could do differently to
create one. We would do our very best to get it permeating
through the entire organization so that we could take advantage
of its formative properties.
We need therefore, to be very serious about this work of field
creation, because fields give forms to our words. If we have not
bothered to create a field that is coherent and sincere, people
will encounter other fields, the ones we have created
unintentionally or casually. It is important to remember that
space is never empty.

* Musings is a column dedicated to exploring current
thinking. Muse is from Greek mythology: one of the nine
daughters of Zeus and Mnemosyne, each of whom presided over
a different art or science. To muse is considered a source of
inspiration.

Mary Ellen brings rhythm to the Center
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Welcome Joanne Sunshower - Center's newest board member
to interpret this experience within the tradition of
Joanne Sunshower joins the Center's board
the mystrcs. This was in the SO's, when neighbors
as a veteran of non-profit corporations - she has
were constructing bomb shelters in their backyards.
founded six of them! Currently she is the associate
As a physician and a realist, my father eschewed
director of the Support Center of Massachusetts,
such an enterprise as wasteful and futile."
which offers training and consulting in management
"My parents were professionals and had come
to non-pJ;ofits. She is committed to promoting new
from the working class. They stayed in touch with
perspectives, strategic thinking, and community
their friends from the old neighborhood and were
building.,
generous with their knowledge and resources for
Of particular interest to joanne is the Center's
those in need. As a result, I grew up sensitized to
work to "understand some of
inter-class differences
the most crucial and persistent
and issues and became a
human misbehaviors and their
political activist in the
"My choices of lifestyle and
consequences, and make
60's and 70's because of
work have always reflected
efforts to change them." She
it."
three influences - spiritual,
cited as examples: john Mack's
joanne has worked as
work on trauma and survival;
nature-centered, and socialan organic farmer, a
Carol Cohn's exposure of the
midwife, · a pastoral
change oriented. n
role of language in the nuclear
counselor, and . a litweapons culture; Paula
urgist. She was a draft
Gutlove's conflict resolution
counselor during the Vietnam war, ran a language
training programs in Eastern and Central Europe;
school in Nicaragua during the 1980s, has worked
and Sarah Conn's work on the sense of self within
with inner-city youth, and has coordinated
the context of an ecological awareness. She feels
neighborhood development projects. Clearly, one of
this work is enormously important. "I am very
her strengths is her diverse background.
excited to be part of such a stimulating and dedicated
A life-long commitment of joanne's has been to
group."
deep ecology, a philosophy that empathetically
We asked joanne to share some of h,er story and
embraces the interconnection of all beings. She is
what she brings to the board. "My choices of
presently the national director of Interhelp, an
lifestyle and work," joanne said, "have alwa,ys
informal network of people engaged ill social change
reflected three influences - spiritual, natureactivities who use the models of Despair &
centered, and social-change oriented."
EmpowermE'nt and Deep Ecology workshops "to sustain
"As a child I had a relationship with the
our hope and teach others." We are delighted to
numinous in nature. As a Roman Catholic, I learned
welcome joanne Sunshower to the board!

A special thanks to those who
have served the Center...
we wish you all the best

Welcome Neil Wollman

Heartfelt thanks to Steve Zeitlin for his dedicated
work on th~ board. Steve has also served in the past
as a program committee member and Academic
Council co-chair. As a Center research associate
he co-authored No Need to Talk About It· Families
and the Nuclear Taboo.
'

Neil

Wollman,
professor of psychology
at Manchester College,
Indiana, editor of and
contributor to Working
for Peace, will be
spending his sabbatical
year at the Center.
During this year he will
work with national
peace and justice
groups, helping them
apply the tools in his
book: the psychological
principles of activism.

Many thanks also to Cynthia Goheen for her work
as program associate for the Center. Cynthia has
left the Center to return to the work she began in
her doctoral dissertation and we wish her great
success in her endeavors.
And our thanks to Scott Reischmann for his work
in a variety of capacities at the Center. Scott will
be returning to school to continue his theological
studies, and we wish him great success as well.
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Center Sponsors
Fall Course on
Ecopsychology:
New models of
Mental Health and
Psychotherapy
Mondays, 9 tD 11 am, •
September 13 tD December 13

Fall Speaker
Program and
Reception
with Rosemary
Radford Ruether
Friday, October 1st

The Political
Development of
Children in the
Media AgeA One-Day
Training
Friday, October 22nd

Academic Council
Continues
September 9th

T raditionally, Western psychology has associated personal pain
with individual or family pathology, without sufficient attention to a
larger context. Ecopsychology is a developing body of theory and
practice which aims to bridge the split between humanity and the Earth,
between mind and nature, between psychology and ecology.
Ecopsychology attempts to reconnect the needs of the Earth with our
understanding of the humans who reside in it, and to learn again to see
the needs of the person and needs of the Earth as interrelated and
interdependent.
This twelve week course, taught by Lane and Sarah Conn (see cover
article on Ecopsychology) will meet at the Macht Auditorium, Cambridge
Hospital, Mondays, 9 to 11 am, September 13 to -December 13. It will
explore new models of mental health and psychotherapy which focus on
the connection linking "personal" struggles to the ecological context.
Those wishing to register should call Paige at the Center (617) 4971553.
'

Ecofeminism and the Spiritual Roots of Environmentalism

Q

ne of the most prov~cative thinkers on .t he scene today, feminist
theologian Rosemary Radford Ruether, will speak October 1st at the
Sperry Room of the Harvard Divinity School. Ruether, a Catholic
feminist theologian at the Garrett-Evangelical Seminary of Northwestern
University, is the author or editor of 25 books
and numerous articles on theology and social
justice. Her latest book is Gaia and God: An
Ecofeminist Theology of Earth Healing. The
evening is free and is co-sponsored with a host
of Boston area environmental, women's and
theology groups.
Those wishing to meet Ms. Ruether are invited
to attend a benefit wine and cheese reception for
her prior l(o the evening's program. Those
interested in purchasing tickets should call
MaryEllen at the Center (617) 497-1553. Tickets
for the reception are $20, $12 for students.

B

ased on years of research into how television images adversely
affect childrens' perception of enmity and friendship, Center research
associates Petra Hesse, professor at Wheelock College and Deborah
Poklemba-Anderson, grade school teacher in Maynard Public Schools,
have developed original theoretical work on the political development
of children and curricula to positively address that development.
The Center will sponsor a day long workshop Friday, October 22nd,
on how to understand and facilitate the political development of
children. Teachers, therapists, parents, counselors, nurses, educators,
and social workers will find their work important, stimulating and
useful. CEU's for some professions available. For more information
contact ~ary Ellen at the Center (617) , 497-1553.

A cademic Council is a monthly forum for the presentation of
works-in-progress, open to all Center members and guests. It is held
the second Thursday of every month from noon until 2 pm at the Macht
Auditorium, Cambridge Hospital. Theme for this year is how
individuals respond to crisis in a changing world. Any Center member
or researcher may apply to present their work by contacting Academic
Council co-chair, Andrea Levy-Waldstein at (508) 872-4813.
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Calendar of Events
September
+ Academic Council Sept 9, Macht Auditorium, Cambridge
Hospital, Center 617-497-1553
Love in Action: A Retreat for Helping Professionals & Others
Sept 15-19, ThichNhatHanh, Omega Institute 800-862-8890

+ Ecopsychology: Theory and Practice

Sept 13-Dec 13 , Sarah
and Lane Conn, Macht Auditqrium, The Cambridge Hospital,
Center 617-497-1553
How on Earth' Animals, Earth and Ourselves· Youth
Empowerment Workshop Sept 24-26, Earthlands, Petersham,
MA, HOE! 717-529-8638

The Heart of Compassion Sept 20, Thich Nhat Hanh, New York,
NY, Open Center 212-219-2527
International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War
1 1th International Congress Sept 30-0ct 3, Mexico City,
IPPNW 617-868-5050

October
+ Ecofeminism and the Spiritual Roots of Environmentalism
Oct 1, Rosemary Radford Ruether, Harvard Divinity School,
Center 617-497-1553
Ecopsychology Workshop Oct 2, Sarah and Lane Conn, Boston,
Massachusetts School of Professional Psychology Continuing
Education 617-327-6777
Nonviolence in a Violent World: Responses to Racism ,
Materialism and Militarism Oct 6-10, Atlanta, GA, Consortium
on Peace Research, Education and Development "703-993-3639

+

The Political Development of Children in the Media Age Oct 22,
Petra Hesse and Deborah Poklemba-Anderson, Cambridge, Center

617-497-1553

°

Empowering Women Oct 29-31, Riane Eisler
Coeur d'Alene, ID, 208-667-5346

and others,

November
Nourishing the Soul, Common Boundary's 13th Annual
Conference
Nov 12-14, Thomas Moore, M. Scott Peck,
Rosemary Radford Ruether, Clarissa Pinkola Estes, and others,
Washington, DC, 301-652-9425

Center Staff
Executive Director:
Vivienn~

Simon$ J.D.

Associate Director:
Mary Ellen Hynes
Office Assistant:
Paige Sorvillo

••••••••••••••••
CenterPiece

Editor:

Mary Ellen Hynes

Special thanks to:
Vivienne Simon
Paige Sorvillo
Karen Wesolowski

••••••••••••••••
Center Board
Sarah Conn, Ph.D.
Terry Hunt
Gurucharan Kaur Khalsa
John E. Mack, M.D.
Richmbnd Mayo-Smith$ Chair
Robert Ryan
Joanne Sunshower
Ervin Staub, Ph.D.
Richard Chasin,'M.D., Emeritus
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+

Recognition Award Reception
Nov 17, james Hillman
recipient, Cambridge, Center 617-497-1553

+

Submissions, news items,
and musings for the next
CenterPiece should · be
submitted by December 1st

Past Life Experiences Nov 21, john Mack and Brian Weiss,
Cambridge, Interface 617-876-4600

•••••••••

+ Center Activities
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Membership Application
Center for Psychology and Social .C hange
Nrune: _____________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________
Phone (Day):------.----

City=----------~---

State: _____ Zip:_ _ _ __

Phone (Evening): _____________

Fax:- - - - -

------ $35(member) ------ $70 ----$100 ----$250 ------ $50b ----- other
____ I run interested in becoming a Center Associate ($1000) please contact me.

Mail to: 1493 Cambridge Street, Cambridge, MA 02139 .
Please enclose a check or money order payable to:
_ _!or more infor~atio~ about th~Center ~a!.!_(61l497~553 _ _ _ _ _ Center fD_!_Psychology and~ocia.!__Change_ _ _ _ _
'

We've hru{ 100 years of ana[ysi-s, am{ peopw are getti-ng more am{ more sensi,ti,ve-am{ the
worU! i,s getti-ng worse am{ worse ... maybe i,t's ti-me to wok at that.
James Hillman,

We've Had 100 Years of Psychotherapy and the World is Getting Worse
co-authur 1'1-khae[ Ventura

The 1993 Recognition Award Recipient James Hillman
November17
'

The notwn of sou[-maki,ng liemanlis more preci-si-on when i,t i,s useli by a therpeuti,c
psychowgi,st rather than a romanti,c poet, for i,t i,s not enough to evoke sou[ anli si-ng i,ts
prai-ses. The job of psychowgy i-s to of fer a way to fi,nli a prace for sou[ wi,thi,n i-ts own fwU!.
James !Jli[[.man,

Center for Psychology and Social Change
1493 Cambridge Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
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